
Rules and Judging Criteria for Department J- Agriculture and Garden Products

Below, you’ll find the criteria that the judge will use to determine premium placement in each class. Extension services in
various land grant universities throughout America have provided models that fairs can use to develop judging criteria for

their shows. Though di�erent state Extensions organize their criteria di�erently, there’s essentially no disagreement over what
the criteria is. How classes in Dept. J are judged is based on the standards put forth by various state Extension services,

especially those based in Midwestern states. We do this to promote the fairness and integrity of our exhibition. We’ve also
included info that will help explain the criteria, as well as resources to help better prepare you for fair season!

Dept. J Judging Criteria: Each bullet point is marked on a scale from 1-5 (75 points possible).

1. Quality
● Marketable size
● Color development
● Texture
● Shape
● Freshness

2. Uniformity
● Size
● Shape
● Color
● Trueness to variety
● Stage of maturity

3. Condition
● Disease
● Mechanical damage
● Insect damage
● Trimming
● Cleanliness

4. Adherence to rules and requirements of the
class/section/department.

5. Attractiveness (only used to determine tiebreaker)

Defining the Criteria

Uniformity means exactly how it sounds: How similar is each specimen in my exhibit to

one another? Say you were to enter in Class 1080 (four white potatoes). There are four

specimens that make up your exhibit. How similar are those four white potatoes in size, shape

and color? Now, there are some classes where part of the judging criteria is how disuniform the

specimens are, but that only has to do with color. Disuniformity in color only applies in Classes

1069, 1071 and 1127. There are no classes where the specimens of a particular class should

differ in size and shape from one another.

Understanding quality and condition is a bit more difficult than uniformity, but it

helps to know how they apply when there is some defection (damage) to a particular exhibit.

Tom Oliveri with Western Growers explains it like this: “A quality defect is permanent. Some

examples include hollow stem in broccoli, seed stem in lettuce or celery, or misshapen in bell

peppers.  A quality…defect never changes…In contrast, condition defects progress with age,

such as decay, bruising and discoloration of your product.” The term quality refers to prime



eating condition, or overall freshness, whereas condition means how the specimen(s) has been

handled from the time it was harvested to the time of exhibition (Lower et al, n.d.).

Understanding the Sub-Criteria

The sub-criteria underneath the quality heading on the scorecard above breaks down the

elements of quality as we categorize them at the Jersey County Fair. As you prepare your

exhibits for show, ask the following questions that connect to the sub-criteria:

● Is the specimen(s) the size it should be if it were to be marketed (the size you might

see at the store or local farmer’s market)?

● Does the specimen have the right color? For example, are my red tomatoes the

appropriate amount of red to indicate ripeness or is there green present? Some

classes, like Classes 1121 and 1122, don’t require peak maturation, but as mature as

possible at the time of the fair.

● Is the specimen the appropriate texture? For example, are my eggs smooth or do

they have calcium deposits on them? Or, do the husks of my sweet corn have the

appropriate rubber-like feel to them or do they feel dry and crepey?

● Are my specimens the right shape? Are my eggs shaped like ovals (the correct

shape) or like teardrops (the incorrect shape)? Do my bell peppers have that

appropriate globular appearance or are they bent? Are my carrots straight, or are

they bent out of shape?

● In order to ensure peak freshness, did I harvest my specimen(s) as close as possible

to the time of exhibition?

The sub-criteria for uniformity, though simple enough, is a critical component of the

judging process that you don’t want to overlook. Keeping in step with the sub-criteria, ask

yourself the following questions as you prepare your exhibit for show:

● Are all my specimens the same size or as close to the same size as possible?

● Are all my specimens the same shape or as close to the same shape as possible?

● Are all my specimens the same color or as close to the same color as possible? If it

is a single specimen class, is the specimen as close to the normal color of the

species as possible? If disuniformity in color is what the class calls for, have I met

that requirement?

● Have I maintained trueness to variety in a particular class if multiple specimens

are required? Trueness of variety simply means all the specimens in a particular

class are the same variety. For example, are all five early apples (Class 1121)

Jonathans or do I have two Jonathans and three Red Delicious apples? You never

want to mix varieties except in Class 1127 (colored chicken eggs, mixed colors), as



mixed colors might require you to collect eggs from different breeds of chickens in

your flock.

● Are all specimens in the same stage of maturity? Or, in other words, are all the

specimens you selected for a particular class at the same stage of growth? In

classes where only one specimen is required, the most mature one of all exhibits in

that class takes the lead in this sub-criteria.

The sub-criteria under condition is also fairly simple to abide by. Ask yourself the

following questions when selecting specimens for show:

● Is there any sign of disease on any of my specimens?

● Is there any sign of mechanical damage to any of my specimens such as bruising,

cuts from lawn and garden tools, etc.?

● Is there any sign of insect damage on the specimen, such as worms, aphids, etc.?

● Have I adequately prepared the specimens in all the classes I plan to exhibit in?

This step looks different depending on the classes. For example, regarding sweet

corn, you’ll have the husks and silks present and the butt of each ear neatly cut. For

Indian corn, the husks have to be pulled pack but still present. Where applicable,

roots and tops have to be present as well. These aid in verifying that the exhibit is

not store-bought.

● Have I cleaned up my specimens and made them presentable for showing? This

does not necessarily mean you have washed your specimens. In most cases, washing

your specimens removes their bloom and actually harms them. Dusting them and

wiping the roots with a damp towel often does the trick.

Adherence to the rules is absolutely essential. Judges will often first look at all the

exhibits in a particular class to see if any can be disqualified. Only in extreme circumstances

will a disqualifiable exhibit come back into the running for placement, and that’s usually when

other exhibits in the same class are of such low quality, uniformity and condition and the

disqualified exhibit is of such high quality, uniformity and condition that it must be placed.

Disqualification can occur simply for having fewer or more than the required specimens (so, if

the class calls for three specimens, don’t include any more or any less). But it can also occur

when roots, tops, or husks are missing where they are required, or when trueness to variety is

not abided by. Rule of thumb in this area is always, always, always abide by what the rules say

in the Department J section of the fair book (Page 8). If you have any questions, do not hesitate

to contact Superintendent Connor Ashlock (618-946-0767 or connor.ashlock@gmail.com) with

your questions.

Attractiveness refers to the aesthetic appeal of the exhibit and is only considered when

there is a need for a tiebreaker in a situation involving premium placement.

mailto:connor.ashlock@gmail.com


Desirable Characteristics for Produce at the Jersey County Fair

Various things to consider when preparing your exhibits for showing

General Considerations:

Follow the Specifics to Avoid Disqualification: Always be sure to follow the specified rules in the fair paper

and if you have any questions, contact the superintendent of the department. Make sure you present only

the number of specimens that a particular class requires and that your exhibit is prepared the way the fair

paper specifies. We have more info on that below.

Touching Up Your Exhibit Prior to Show: Some folks ask about dressing up their exhibits a bit just to aid in

the appearance. This is okay to do, but remember to keep it simple. You can always choose to do a booth

display and really let your creativity fly there. When it comes to all the other classes, though, you want to

make sure that it doesn’t take away from the overall exhibit, or interfere with it. Thankfully, this really

isn’t an issue because exhibitors will normally just ask the superintendent if the way they dressed up their

exhibits are okay when they drop them off. The general rule-of-thumb is “keep the noise down.”

● Here are some appropriate ways to brighten up the appearance:

○ Standing up your specimens on a small pedestal. One year, an exhibitor displayed

her four onions by standing each of them up on a small, circular cardboard pedestal

that had been cleanly wrapped in silk and stood up on the plate.

○ Generally, you have more opportunity to add to your appearance in some sections

more than others. Sections 1-4 are a bit more challenging to add to the appearance

without interfering with the exhibit specimens, but Sections 5 and 6 aren’t as

challenging. For eggs, some people display them in antique cartons or cast iron egg

stands. When it comes to Class 1130, people might place their egg in a basket or

even a vintage egg weigher. For herbs, some exhibitors like to find neat old bottles to

display them in and set them up on small stands. Sometimes, appearance helps

make a final determination, but remember: It’s the quality of your specimens that

matter most. There’s been herb exhibitors who placed their sprigs in red solo cups

and walked away with first premium.

● Here are some example of inappropriate appearance enhancement:

○ Halving produce prior to judging (The judge might choose to do this, but you want to

leave your specimens as is. If you chose to halve it for appearance, you’ll instantly be

docked condition points)

○ Displaying your exhibits without the required elements to help maintain integrity of

the show (AKA root tops and stems. Without these measures, we’d have a problem of

people entering produce from the market and ruining the show for everyone else

who actually worked hard to prepare for the fair).

○ Covering up your specimens/decreasing their ability to be seen.

○ Including pictures of the growing process/grower. We want our judge to award you

on merit of your produce, not on merit of who you are.

On the next page, you’ll find some tips on what the judge is looking for in your exhibit.



Desirable Characteristics to Keep in Mind:

Section 1: Corn
For sweet corn, do not pull back on the husks. You can trim some of your flag leaves, but keep the ones near the
top on the specimen. Also, make sure silks are present and that the butt is trimmed evenly about an inch from
where it meets with the husk. You want plump and soft kernels, but do not remove the husk to inspect for this. Feel
it with your hands by gently gripping the husks. Harvest as close as possible to when you’d be dropping them o�.
For Indian corn, you want the husks to be pulled all the way down.
Popcorn and corn feed should be shucked.
Make sure the jar is clean and abides by show rules for shelled corn and that the exhibit is free from foreign
material and cracked kernels.
For the cornstalk, make sure it is free from debris and is resting in a five-gallon bucket, including the roots.
For any classes where the corn is shown on the cob (popcorn, Indian, feed), you’re shooting for even, straight rows.

Section 2: Small Grains, Seeds and Hay
For Class 1073, you want roots and all. Bundle them near the center of the stem (this is just to keep all the
specimens of a particular exhibit together).
For Classes 1074-1076, you want clean jars free from debris.
For Classes 1077-1079, we know we do it di�erently than other shows when it comes to this, but we do it like this
because round bales are more common than square bales, so this allows for more folks to compete. Make sure your
specimens are dry (cured), good color, free from foreign material, have a good smell, etc. “Tightly packed” means
enough to fill the bag out to provide the judge with enough to judge against other competitors. You are encouraged
to perforate the bag to aid in ventilation.

Section 3: Root Crops and Vegetables
This is the section where most disqualifications occur, so be mindful of the rules (again, any concerns, give the
superintendent a call– he’s happy to help). You may place your exhibit in a bag with the plate if you’re afraid of
them moving around. Make sure roots and tops are present where they are required. The purpose of this is to
safeguard against store-bought entries. Some shows are very strict on stem trimmage in regard to how long a
stem should be. We are more concerned about the edible portion of the specimen; nevertheless, keep your stems
two inches or shorter and your roots three inches or shorter– and make sure that you are consistent with the
amount you take o� on each specimen within a particular exhibit. Our primary concern is ensuring that the exhibit
wasn’t store bought.

Section 4: Fruit
Apples and peaches are judged by their stage of maturity in mid-July, not by complete maturation. Stems present
and properly trimmed.



Section 5: Eggs
Even size, shape and color (except Class 1127 where mixed colors are desired). Ovular shape, no di�erentiation of
hues in the specimens of the exhibit, no calcium deposits, no speckling. We also crack open a couple eggs per
exhibit to determine grading (AA, A, B, Inedible).

Section 6: Herbs
Evenly trimmed among all sprigs and free of blemishes.

Section 7: Booth Display
Freshness of the specimens displayed, creativity of the booth (respect to detail, decorative elements tell an
obvious theme), meets minimum qualifications as outlined in fair book.

Section 8: Best-of-Show and President’s Diploma
Best-of-Show recipients are chosen by the judge from the pool of first premium winners. The President's Diploma
is chosen by the Jersey County Fair Board President or a delegation selected by him in his stead, the judge and the
superintendent among the pool of Best-of-Show recipients. Best-of-Show sponsors this year are Adam Rothe of
Rothe Family Seed, Kevin Ayres and Dennis Ford with State Farm Insurance. The President’s Diploma is sponsored
by Alyssa and Kari Jo Alexander.

Additional Resources:
The rules of a particular show will always trump the generally-accepted rules of crop and produce, so if you wish to study into
how to prepare particular exhibits (say you plan on entering tomatoes and want to make sure that they’re as “fair ready” as
possible), see to it that you take what you learn and fit it accordingly with the rules of our department. Di�erent shows also
have unique tweaks to them, so what you learn may not be wrong, it’s just that our fair might do it di�erently than another
(within the generally accepted guidelines, of course). This is helpful information to be aware of if you should wish to enter
produce in another county fair!
The University of Illinois Extension is an AWESOME resource that you can take advantage of. If you get on YouTube, type in the
search bar “University of Illinois Extension gardener’s corner preparing exhibits for show” and you’ll find helpful videos for a
few of the classes we o�er in Dept. J. The Extension unit for Jersey County is Unit 18. The U of I Unit 18 Extension horticulture
educator is Andrew Holsinger and he can provide you with helpful tips. Here is a link to his information:
https://extension.illinois.edu/sta�/andrew-holsinger.

If you’ve stuck through to the end, give yourself a pat on the back. It might be like

drinking from a fire hose, but the information here should be enough to make

you more comfortable about exhibiting and knowledgeable about show

standards. On the following page is a word from the superintendent. Give it a

look-over then get to work in that garden!

https://extension.illinois.edu/staff/andrew-holsinger


A Not� fro� th� Superintenden�:

Lately, we’ve seen more fresh faces around the fair getting involved in all sorts of things like grandstand
events, livestock showing and non-livestock events like gardening, sewing and canning. These facets of the fair
have been a part of the agricultural fair experience since the very beginning and it says something about their
worth if they’ve stuck around all these years. Those who’ve grown up around the fair might know what all it
entails when it comes to showing and exhibiting, but those a little more green to the experience don’t– and that’s
okay. Believe it or not, the fair is about learning– and striving to do so, not with perfection, but with excellence. I
know these pages here are a bit lengthy, but I wanted all my exhibitors to know, be they freshmen or veterans,
what exactly their exhibits are judged on in the Agriculture and Garden Products Department. This is the first
year that we’ve put it down on paper like this, so if you have any questions, comments or concerns, feel free to
reach out to me to let me know. Also, truly, don’t hesitate to shoot me a call, text or email with any and all of your
questions. My job is to make sure that you have a good experience and have a better idea of what you’re getting
yourself into. The Jersey County Fair aims to o�er a show that is inclusive of beginners and experts alike, where
people can get better as the years go on and observe more seasoned exhibitors. We seek to be a fair where folks
can have fun with friends and family while also enjoying a challenge to better their skills in showmanship, which
reflects their growing skills in the garden. Also, you stand a chance to make a little money back on that
investment in the soil.  My dream is to see more families make showing at the fair an annual, generational
tradition, which means those families are working together in the garden and the henhouse, side by side, learning
new skills, and like their produce, growing together. Make this year the first of many for your family, or if you’re a
seasoned veteran, to keep the tradition going. See you at the fair!

Connor L. Ashloc�
Departmen� J Sup’�. Jerse� Count� Fair

P.S. Thanks to Adam Rothe of Rothe Family Seed, Dennis Ford with State Farm Insurance, Kevin Ayres and Alyssa and Kari Jo
Alexander for sponsoring our awards! Dept. J couldn’t have done it without ya!

Source�:

https://extension.missouri.edu/publications/g6230
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